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Divorce Records and Privacy

Generally, cour t proceedings are public matters. In the vast majority of jurisdictions, this includes divorce proceedings .

This means that unless the court agrees to file divorce records under seal, filings in divorce proceedings become matters

of public record.

Exceptions to open court records exist including the identification of children and victims of sexual abuse, amongst others.

In most places, how ever, to protect divorce records from being open to the public, one or both participants must ask the

cour t to file records in the case under seal.

When a court files divorce records under seal, confidential or sensitive infor mation within those records remains private

and does not become a matter of public record. Courts can order entire records or portions of them to be filed under seal.

The Decision to File Divorce Records Under Seal

Cour ts dont take it upon themselves to file divorce records under seal. Par ties in a divorce proceeding must request that

the court seal divorce records. It will be up to the judge to decide whether or not to grant a motion to seal. To make this

decision, courts weigh whether the damage to the party asking for privacy from public disclosure would outweigh the pre-

sumption that court records are open to public scrutiny, and whether the request to seal is narrowly tailored.

Reasons for Sealing Divorce Records

Commonly cited reasons to file divorce records under seal include:

• the need to protect children from identification in divorce records;

• the need to protect victims of domestic violence;

• the need to keep sensitive infor mation such as social security numbers and bank account numbers private; and

• the need to protect proprietar y business infor mation.

Other requests to seal divorce records might seek to prevent exposure of false allegations which could libelously damage

ones reputation. The exposure of merely embarrassing infor mation, however, may not cause the type of harm cour ts

require to seal court records from the public.

Public benefits of open records include transparency into court proceedings. Through access to court records, the public

maintains its ability to see what happens in public courts, as well as what infor mation dr ives a courts decision. Someone

asking to seal divorce records must show that the damage they would suffer if the records in question were public out-

weighs the publics right to open court records.

Narrowly Tailored Requests to Seal Divorce Records

In addition to involving an important potential injury, a request to seal divorce records must be narrowly tailored and not

seek to seal off more infor mation than necessary. Cour ts agreeing to file divorce records under seal generally seal only as

much infor mation as required to protect the privacy interests in question. This can mean redacting portions of divorce fil-

ings instead of sealing entire documents.

Narrow requests to seal divorce records have a better chance than requests to seal all records in a case. Clear ly stating

the privacy concern and asking the court to redact or seal specific infor mation often proves more effective than blanket

requests to file the whole case under seal based on vaguely worded privacy concerns.

If the court issues an order sealing divorce records, its a good idea to double check that all records which should be

redacted or sealed actually get filed under seal.

In addition to the myr iad other issues which can crop up during a divorce, a knowledgeable divorce lawyer should be able

to help you navigate the privacy implications of the divorce process.

http://family.findlaw.com/divorce/divorce-process/
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